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Abstract: High performance underwater wireless optical communication systems are the key to
the construction of high quality underwater optical communication networks. However, seawater
absorption and seawater turbulent diffraction should be the main factors limiting the performance of
underwater optical communication systems. For this reason, we established the probability model of
the orbital angular momentum (OAM) mode received by the communication system to study the
influence of the absorbable turbulent seawater channel on the underwater optical communication
system with an anti-diffraction and anti-attenuation random (DARR) beam as the signal carrier. In the
study, the DARR beam with a large truncated Gaussian aperture was adopted as the signal carrier,
seawater absorption was characterized by the complex refractive index of seawater, and seawater
turbulence was described by the power spectrum of the refractive index of seawater. By analyzing the
relationship between the received probability of the OAM mode of DARR beams and the dissipation
rate of kinetic energy per unit of mass of fluid, the ratio of temperature and salinity, dissipation
rate of the mean-squared temperature, and other parameters, we show that one can select longer
wavelength, smaller OAM quantum number and smaller received diameter to increase the received
probability of OAM signal modes. The disturbance of turbulent seawater to the OAM modes with
different quantum numbers carried by the DARR beam is less than the corresponding OAM modes
carried by the Laguerre–Gaussian beam. Our paper shows that the DARR beam can mitigate the
absorption and disturbance of turbulent seawater.

Keywords: diffraction-and attenuation-resistant beams; weak turbulent ocean; received probability

1. Introduction

Underwater wireless optical communication is crucial to the rapid development of long-range
submersible, submarine and marine resources exploration. With the increasing demand for underwater
resource development and utilization, the study of underwater optical communication systems
with high information capacity has become a research hotspot in the field of underwater optical
communication networks [1–6]. Recently, it has become one of the main targets of researchers in
this field to improve the theoretical channel capacity of the optical communication system or to
control the channel attenuation and channel capacity by selecting a new signal source (beam) [7–17],
using adaptive optical systems [18] and by utilizing optimized signal coding technology [19–21]. It is
well known that the orbital angular momentum (OAM) mode, carried by photons, provides a new
dimension that can be encoded [22], and that the OAM module is related to the spatial distribution of
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wave function [22]. In principle, there is an infinite number of OAM eigenstates available. Therefore
the OAM eigenstates (modes) offer the possibilities of realizing arbitrary base-N quantum states and
higher capacity optical communication [23], and there is considerable interest in underwater optical
communication. However, the spatial nature of the OAM carrier suggests that it may be susceptible to
the disturbance of oceanic turbulence [1–17] as well as the absorption of seawater [1,17]. Choosing
a special optical signal carrier is one of the effective methods to weaken the turbulent diffraction
disturbance or absorption of seawater, so many research results have been reported on the propagation
of scalar non-diffraction vortex beams in turbulent seawater, and great progress has been made based
on different methods [7–17]. Such progress includes understanding the effect of quasi-nodiffracted
beams on the diffraction influence of seawater turbulence. Cheng et al. [7] studied the effect of
weak oceanic turbulence and beam source parameters on the propagation of the optical vortexes
carried by Bessel–Gaussian (BG) beams based on Rytov approximation, and they attained that BG
beams have significant advantages over Laguerre–Gaussian beams in reducing turbulence effects and
can improve the performance of OAM-based free-space-optical (FSO) communication links. Later,
Zhao et al. [8] analyzed the propagation and self-healing properties of the Bessel–Gaussian vortex beam
in an underwater environment. By using the two-frequency coherence function models of a beam in a
turbulent medium and the localized wave theory of the polychromatic beam, Wang et al. [9] derived
the OAM detection probability of the Airy vortex beam in an anisotropic weak oceanic turbulence
and indicated the Airy vortex beam had stronger resistance to oceanic turbulent disturbance when it
had a smaller topological charge, larger main ring radius and longer wavelength. Besides, our team
has established the crosstalk [10] and the wander [11] models for OAM modes of Lommel–Gaussian
beam. We also point out that the Hermi–Gaussian vortex beam [12] and partially coherent Bessel
correlation vortex beam [13] can effectively suppress the wavefront distortion caused by turbulent
seawater. Further, it was found that Gaussian pulsed X waves and Bessel–Gaussian localized vortex
waves [15,16], through turbulent seawater, is higher than that of Laguerre–Gaussian beam in terms
of resisting the effects of turbulence. To understand the characteristics of frozen wave resistance
diffraction and absorption, Deng et al. [17] established a transmittance model for finite energy frozen
beams and analyzed the diffracting- and absorption-resistance of finite energy frozen waves from
the beam transmission wavelength, beam waist, beam OAM quantum number, inner scale and outer
scale of turbulence, and the ratio of temperature to salinity. By designing longitudinal profile, one can
partially compensate the attenuation loss of the transmittance. Due to the advanced manipulation
of frozen waves that carry OAM and whose intensity and OAM quantum number can be controlled
along the propagation direction, the propagation of waves in free space [24] and in a turbulent
atmosphere [25] has attracted much attention recently.Therefore, it is worth discussing whether the
anti-absorption and anti-diffraction capability of the underwater wireless optical communication
system, which uses the OAM mode carried by the finite energy frozen wave as the signal carrier.
However, we have yet to see any reports of research on this issue. In this paper, considering both
the turbulence and absorption effects of seawater, we developed a model of received probability of
OAM modes carried by a diffraction- and attenuation-resistant beams in turbulent ocean based on the
Rytov theory.

In the next section, we briefly analyze the composition of the field of the diffraction- and
attenuation-resistant random (DARR) beam (or finite energy random frozen wave) that consists
of the frozen wave of the Gaussian apodization. In Section 3, we derive the model for the received
probability of the OAM mode when we use DARR beams as the signal carrier in the seawater turbulent
communication link. In Section 4, we numerically study the effects of ocean turbulence and beam
parameters on the received probability of the OAM signal mode. In Section 5, we give a brief overview
and indicate the potential intervals in which DARR might be useful.
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2. Statistical Description of the Frozen Wave

Let us consider a diffraction- and attenuation-resistant beam [26] that propagates in a liner,
isotropic, and homogeneous absorbing seawater with complex refractive index nsea = nr + ini,
where nr and ni are the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction of seawater, respectively.
As the transmission distance of the light is limited to 200 m in the “blue-green wavelength
range”, the diffraction- and attenuation-resistant beam propagates in its Rayleigh range |zR| =
w2

0ω 2
√

n2
r + n2

i /2c, in which, ω is the angular frequency, c is the speed of light in a vacuum and
w0 is the width of light beam.

We know that the wavefront of a Gaussian apodization located within its Rayleigh range |zR| is
similar to the wavefront of a plane wave [27]. Considering that the diffraction- and attenuation-resistant
beam is composed of a weighted superposition of Bessel light waves and Bessel light wave is composed
of regular plane wave superposition. Hence, if the apodization width w0 of the Gaussian truncated
diffraction-and attenuation-resistant beam is much larger than the received aperture, the Gaussian
truncated effect of the beam can be ignored. In the following research, we use Equation (1) to describe
Gaussian truncated diffraction- and attenuation-resistant beam.

In cylindrical coordinates (r, ϕ, z), the complex amplitude of a diffracting- and absorption-resistance
beam with large apodization is approximately by a superposition of 2N + 1 co-propagation first kind
Bessel beams of order l0 and angular frequency ω [28]:

E0 (r, ϕ, z, t) ≈ Nl0 exp(−iωt) exp(il0 ϕ)
N

∑
n=−N

An Jl0(ηnr) exp(iζnz). (1)

Here, apodization width w0 > D/2,D is the diameter of the receiver aperture. z is the position of
any point along the optical axis, Nl0 = 1/ [Jl0(·)]max, [Jl0(·)]max is the maximum value of the first kind
Bessel function of order l0, An is a superimposed weight coefficient, ζn and ηn are the longitudinal
and transverse wavenumbers of the nth Bessel beam; ζn = Q + 2πn/L + i(Q + 2πn/L)ni/nr,
Q > 0 is a value to be chosen according to the given experimental situation, and the desired
degree of transverse field localization [26,28]; L is the propagation length of the beam. ηn =[(

(n2
r − n2

i
) 4π2

λ2 −
(
Q + 2πn

L
)2

+
(

4π2

λ2
nrni

Q+2πn/L

)2
]1/2

, and λ is the vacuum wavelength of light waves.

When a diffracting- and absorption-resistance beam propagates in absorbable turbulent seawater,
turbulence produces an additional phase ψ(r, ϕ, z) in the wave-front of the beam, and the ψ(r, ϕ, z) is
a zero mean Gaussian distribution random function [29]. For weak turbulent fluctuations, the field
amplitude of transmitted optical signals can be approximately calculated by Rytov approximation.
In mathematics, the Rytov approximation relates the field transmitted in a turbulent medium to the
field transmitted in a medium without turbulence using the following formula

E (r, ϕ, z, t) = E0 (r, ϕ, z, t) exp[ψ(r, φ, z)]. (2)

The field represented by Equation (2) is the field of the DARR beam—namely [17,29]

E (r, ϕ, z, t) = Nl0 exp(−iωt) exp(il0 ϕ + ψ(r, φ, z))
N

∑
n=−N

An Jl0(ηnr) exp(iζnz). (3)

In frozen wave theory [26,28], to obtain the longitudinal intensity profile, set
∣∣E (r0, ϕ, z) |2 ≈ |F(z)

∣∣2,
within 0 ≤ z ≤ L [26,28]. Here F(z) is the longitudinal intensity profile function, r0 is the parameter
related to the zero position of the first kind of Bessel function. This paper, however, studies
the transmission of the DARR beam in turbulent seawater, the method proposed in frozen wave
theory [26,28] to determine the superposition coefficients of the diffracting- and absorption-resistance
beam in homogeneous medium, which are no longer applicable. Therefore, we must use stochastic
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statistical theory to determine the superposition coefficients. Utilizing the zero mean Gaussian random
field statistical method, we can determine the light intensity of the DARR beam on a cylindrical surface
of radius r = r0 for 0 ≤ z ≤ L in the following relation [17]

〈|E (r = r0, ϕ, z)) |2〉 ≈ |F(z)|2 , (4)

Note that the symbol < · > means the statistical average of the turbulence ensemble. Substituting
Equation (3) into Equation (4), we get the following statistical average relation:

〈|E (r = r0, ϕ, z)|2〉 =
∣∣∣Nl0〈exp[ψr, ϕ, z + ψ∗r, ϕ, z]〉1/2 (5)

×∑N
n=−N An Jl0(ηnr) exp(i2πnz/L)

∣∣∣2,

in here, the term 〈exp(Ψ(r, ϕ, z) + Ψ∗(r, ϕ, z)〉 satisfies following expression [29]

〈exp(Ψ(r, ϕ, z) + Ψ∗(r, ϕ, z)〉 = exp(−r2/ρ2
oc) (6)

= exp(−r2ρ2
ξz),

where ρoc = (ρ2
ξ z)−1/2 ≈

[
π2|k|2z

∫ ∞
0 κ3Φn(κ)dκ

]−1/2 is the spatial coherence radius of a plane wave
propagating in the oceanic turbulence,k = 2πnsea/λ, κ is the spatial frequency of the refractive index
fluctuations, and Φn is the power spectrum of refractive-index fluctuations.

From Equation (6), we can express the relationship 〈exp [ψ(r, ϕ, z) + ψ∗(r, ϕ, z)]〉1/2 in
Equation (3) as

〈exp [ψ(r, ϕ, z) + ψ∗(r, ϕ, z)]〉1/2 = exp
(
−r2ρ2

ξ z/2
)

. (7)

To simplify the subsequent analysis, in this paper, we use the power spectrum of refractive-index
fluctuations for C0 = 0.72 and A = 2.6× 10−4 liter/deg [11]—that is

Φn(κ) =
4.9×10−8χT[1+C1(κη)2/3]

4πε1/3v2(κ2+κ2
0)

11/6

[
v2e−κ2η2/R2

T (8)

+ e−κ2η2/R2
S

dr
−
(

1 + 1
dr

)
ve−κ2η2/R2

TS
]
, 0 < κ < ∞

and

dr =
|v|
RF
≈


1/
(

1−
√
(1− (1/|v|)

)
, |v| ≥ 1

1.85|v| − 0.85, 0.5 ≤ |v| ≤ 1
0.15|v, |v| ≤ 0.5

(9)

where v defines the ratio of temperature and salinity contributions to the refractive index fluctuations,
which can vary in the interval [−5, 0] in the seawater, with −5 and 0 corresponding to dominating
temperature-induced and salinity-induced optical turbulence [30], respectively. ε is the rate of
dissipation of kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid ranging from 10−10 m2/s3 to 10−1 m2/s3; χT
is the dissipation rate of the mean-squared temperature and has the range from 10−10 K2/s to
10−4 K2/s; RF is the eddy flux ratio, κ0 = 2π/L0, L0 is the outer scale of turbulence, C1 is a free
parameter, η is the inner scale, RT,S,TS =

√
3 [WT,S,TS − 1/3 + 1/ (9WT,S,TS)]

3/2 /q3/2, WT,S,TS =

{[Pr2
T,S,TS(6γq−2)2 − PrT,S,TS/81γq−2]1/2 − [1/27 − PrT,S,TS/(6γq−2]}1/3, PrT ,PrS represent the

Prandtl numbers of the temperature and salinity, respectively, and PrTS = 2PrT PrS/(PrT + PrS),
q is the non-dimensional constant.
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Consider the integral expression of the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind
U(a; b; c) [31]:

U
(
µ + 1/2; µ− 1/3; κ2

0/κ2
H
)

(10)

= 2
κ

2µ−8/3
0 Γ(µ+1/2)

∫ ∞
0

κ2µ

(κ2+κ2
0)
−11/6 e−κ2/κ2

H dκ.

We expressed the coherence length of the plane wave as [11,17]

ρoc =

(
0.758×10−6

λ2 ε−1/3χT(nr
2 + ni

2)πz

{
κ1/3

0 (11)

×
[

U
(

2; 7
6 ; κ2

0η2
R2

T

)
+ 1

drv2 U
(

2; 7
6 ; κ2

0η2
R2

S

)
− 2(1+dr)

vdr

×U
(

2; 7
6 ; κ2

0η2
R2

TS

)]
+ C1η2/3κ0Γ( 7

3 )

[
U
(

7
3 ; 3

2 ; κ2
0η2
R2

T

)

+ 1
drv2 U

(
7
3 ; 3

2 ; κ2
0η2
R2

S

)
− 2(1+dr)

vdr
U
(

7
3 ; 3

2 ; κ2
0η2

R2
TS

)]})− 1
2

,

where Γ(·) is a gamma function.
From the previous discussion, the longitudinal intensity profile function F(z) can be expanded,

as in [26,28], in a Fourier series

F(z) ≈ e−r2
0ρ2

ξ z/2
N

∑
n=−N

Anei2πnz/L, (12)

where the Fourier coefficient An is given by

An =
1
L

∫ L

0
F(z)e(−r2

0ρ2
ξ z/2−i2πnz/L)zdz. (13)

If we consider the longitudinal intensity profile function

F(z) =



0, 0 < z < 40m
1, 40 ≤ z ≤ 50m
0, 50 < z < 90m
1, 90 ≤ z ≤ 100m,
0, 100 < z < 140m
1, 140 ≤ z ≤ 150m

(14)

we have a simplification relationship

An =

 e

 r2
0ρ2

ξ
2 − i2πn

L

z1
−e

 r2
0ρ2

ξ
2 − i2πn

L

z2

L(r2
0ρ2

ξ /2−i2πn/L)
, F(z) = 1

0, F(z) = 0

(15)

where z1 represents the starting position of transverse profile monitoring (extraction), and z2 is the
termination position of the transverse profile monitoring.

3. Received Probability of Orbital-Angular-Momentum Modes

Based on the analysis in the above section, we now turn to the establishment of the Received
probability model of OAM modes. As the beam propagates through the oceanic turbulence,
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the eigenstate of OAM carried by the DARR beam is no longer guaranteed to be in the original
eigenstate of OAM. However, by the superposition theory of waves, the disturbed field of the DARR
beam can be decomposed into a series of spiral harmonics eilϕ with expansion coefficient Bl as
follows [10,17]

E(r, ϕ, z, t) =
1√
2π

∞

∑
l=−∞

Bl exp(ilϕ), (16)

The ensemble average of |Bl |2 represents the probability density of vortex mode in oceanic
turbulence, which has the form of

〈|B2
l |〉 =

∣∣∣ ∫ 2π
2

∫ 2π
2 E(r, ϕ, z, t)E∗(r, ϕ

′
, z, t) e−il(ϕ−ϕ

′
)

2π dϕdϕ
′
∣∣∣ (17)

=
N2

l0
2π

∣∣∣∑N
n=−N An Jl0(ηnr)ei2πnz/L

∣∣∣2e−2r2/ρ2
oc

×
∣∣∣ ∫ 2π

0

[ ∫ 2π
0 e−i(l−l0)ϕe2r2 cos(ϕ

′−ϕ)/ρ2
oc

]
e−i(l−l0)ϕ

′ ∣∣∣dϕdϕ
′
.

In the above equation, we have already used the relationship: 〈eψ(r,ϕ,z)+ψ∗(r,ϕ,z)〉 =

e−2r2[1−cos(ϕ−ϕ
′
)]/ρ2

oc [17].
Consider the expression of modified Bessel function of imaginary argument Im(x) [7]

∫ 2π

0
ex cos(ϕ

′−ϕ)−imϕdϕ
′
=2πe−imϕ Im(x). (18)

Equation (17) is simplified to

〈|Bl |2〉 = N2
l0 exp(− 2r2

ρ2
oc
)
∣∣∣Il−l0(

2r2

ρ2
oc
)
∣∣∣ (19)

×
∣∣∣∑N

n=−N An Jl0(ηnr)ei2πnz/L
∣∣∣2.

In seawater communication, we focus on signal transmission. According to Equation (19), we can
get the probability density of OAM signal modes for l − l0 = 0 and Il−l0(2r2/ρ2

oc) = I0(2r2/ρ2
oc)

〈|Bl |2〉 = N2
l0 exp(− 2r2

ρ2
oc
)
∣∣∣I0(

2r2

ρ2
oc
)
∣∣∣ (20)

×
∣∣∣∑N

n=−N An Jl0(ηnr)ei2πnz/L
∣∣∣2.

The received probability of OAM signal modes of the DARR beam is defined as

P(l0) =

∫ D/2
0 e

− 2r2

ρ2
oc

∣∣∣I0(
2r2

ρ2
oc
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∑N

n=−N An Jl0(ηnr)ei2πnz/L
∣∣∣2rdr

∑∞
l=−∞

∫ D/2
0 e

− 2r2

ρ2
oc

∣∣∣I0(
2r2

ρ2
oc
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∑N

n=−N An Jl0(ηnr)ei2πnz/L
∣∣∣2rdr

. (21)

The decrease in the received probability of the signal OAM mode indicates the loss of the emitting
signal OAM mode caused by oceanic turbulence.

4. Numerical Results and Analysis

In this section, we numerically analyzed the evolution of DARR beams in the oceanic turbulence
with the parameter variation of beam and seawater channel in the seawater “transmission window”
region. In numerical calculation, unless otherwise stated, the parameters are set as: λ = 410 nm,
E0 = 1, L = 150 m (in Rayleigh distance), l0 = 1, r0 = 8.1795× 10−5 m, w0 = 2.5× 103r0, ε = 1× 10−6
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m2/s3, q = 2.5, χT = 1× 10−8 K2/s, L0 = 10 m, Prs = 700, D = 0.15 m, noc = 1.34 + 1.0114× 10−10i,
v = −1, η = 1 mm, N = 15, Prt = 7, F(z) = 1 and C1 = 2.35. Considering the value Q must be chosen
within the interval

[
0 ≤ Q± 2π

L N ≤ 2π
λ

]
, we chose Q = 0.9999994 k.

Figure 1 plots the received probability of the DARR beam versus propagation distance z for
different OAM signal modes l0. Figure 1 shows that the probability decreases as propagate distance z
increases. Nevertheless, it shows that the received probability is still over 0.8 in the receiving plane.
In any case, Figure 1 reveals that the OAM mode of the DARR beam with lower l0 is affected lower
by the absorbable turbulent seawater. However, the effect of absorbable turbulent seawater on the
OAM signal modes of different orders is very small. The results show that the absorbable turbulent
seawater makes little difference in the disturbance of vortex modes of different orders carried by the
frozen waves. The result is different from the Laguerre–Gaussian beam [2].

Figure 1. Received probability of the OAM signal modes of DARR beam versus propagate distance Z
for different OAM mode l0.

In Figure 2, we investigate the relationship between the received probability of the DARR
beam and the temperature-salinity contribution ratios v. The numerical curves in the figure show
that, with the increase in v, the received probability goes down—especially when v is within the
interval [−1, 0], the received probability decreases rapidly. This result indicates that, similar to other
beams [7–17], the OAM modes of the DARR beam are more affected by the fluctuation in seawater
salinity than by the fluctuation in seawater temperature.

Figure 2. Received probability of the OAM signal modes of DARR beam versus propagate distance Z
for different temperature–salinity contribution ratios v.
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Figure 3 displays the effect of dissipation rates of the mean-squared temperature and of kinetic
energy per unit mass of fluid on the received probability of the OAM signal modes of the DARR
beam. The surface in Figure 3 shows that the lower χT and the higher ε will have higher received
probability of the OAM signal mode of the DARR beam. The phenomenon can be explained through
lower dissipation rates of the mean-squared temperature and a higher rate of dissipation of kinetic
energy per unit mass of fluid, which corresponds to lower oceanic turbulence [7–17].

Figure 3. Received probability of the OAM signal modes of DARR beam versus dissipation rates of the
mean-squared temperature χT and the dissipation rates of kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid ε.

We also analyzed the impact of inner and outer scales of turbulence on the received probability of
the OAM mode of the DARR beam. Figure 4 shows that the received probability of the OAM mode
increases with the increase in the inner and decrease in the outer scales. This result mainly comes from
the fact that the larger turbulent inner scale corresponds to the smaller light scattering, which leads
to the lesser energy scattering loss of the OAM mode. Similarly, the smaller turbulent outer scale
corresponds to the smaller beam drift, which leads to the smaller deflection energy loss of the OAM
mode [32].

Figure 4. Received probability of the OAM signal modes of DARR beam versus inner scale η and outer
scale L0.

In Figure 5, we investigate the influence of received diameter D and the wavelength λ of the DARR
beam on the received probability of the OAM mode. Figure 5 shows that the received probability
becomes greater as the wavelength of the beam increases. The result is that the turbulent scintillation
of the long-wave beam is smaller than that of the short wavelength beam [29]—this suggests that the
beam is less disturbed by turbulence, so the OAM mode with long-wavelength has higher received
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probability. In addition, it is depicted in the figure that the received probability decreases with the
increase in the receiver aperture, and finally approaches a constant. This conclusion is consistent with
the results obtained for the study of pure vortex beam propagation in a turbulent atmosphere [33].
That is, in the cases of very small collecting apertures, the received probability of the OAM signal mode
decreases with the increase in the aperture size, and, in the cases of very large collecting apertures,
the received probability of the OAM crosstalk mode tends towards zero. The main reason for this
phenomenon is that, when the signal is received with a large receiving aperture, the phase difference
between the incident rays to the receiver is large, resulting in the superposition noise generated when
the beams are coherently superpositioned. Of course, in this case, the probability of the received OAM
signal mode is small. Finally, when the receiving aperture is large enough that the receiving spot
falls completely within the receiving aperture, then when the receiving aperture increases further,
the receiving probability of OAM mode will not change.

Figure 5. Received probability of the OAM signal modes of DARR beam versus wavelength λ and
received diameter D.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, using Rytov and the frozen wave theory, we developed the received probability
of the OAM mode of the DARR beam in seawater with weak turbulence and absorption. By this
model, we reached the following significant conclusions: The OAM modes of the DARR beam are
more affected by the fluctuation in seawater salinity than by the fluctuation in seawater temperature,
and the OAM mode of the DARR beam with lower l0 and longer wavelength is less affected by the
turbulence and absorption of seawater. As well as this, sub-sea communication systems with smaller
signal receiving diameters are less disturbed by seawater, and the OAM mode carried by the DARR
beam has good characteristics of diffraction- and attenuation-resistance, even in long-distance seawater
turbulence channels. However, it should be noted that, as the receiver aperture of the communication
system is close to the transmitter aperture, it is necessary to replace the approximate model (1) with an
accurate finite energy frozen wave model [28].
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